Meghan: These are words you hear a lot. In the media, online, in peoples’ homes… They’re thrown around casually. And they’re usually aimed… at women.

Meghan: It’s time to cut through the noise. We’re gonna get to the roots of these words…

Voice: The word bitch came out of this Greek insult that meant women were dogs in heat begging for men.

Meghan: And understand why they persist…

Voice: You know, the fix is in. It’s by design. It’s a way of keeping women in their place.

Meghan: Along the way, we’re laughing…

Voice: My advice is great… I can’t take it, but it’s good…

Meghan: It’s great! If only I could listen to myself…

Meghan: We’re learning…

Voice: The word hysteria comes from the Greek word for womb. And there’s no way that a person who had a womb, you know, like, came up with this definition.
MEGHAN: We’re *reclaiming* our own identities…

VOICE: Vibrant
VOICE: Content
VOICE: I’m very crass.
VOICE: Unencumbered
VOICE: Gregarious
VOICE: Sensitive and emotional
VOICE: and loving

MEGHAN: You can find *Archetypes* only on Spotify

VOICE: Yea, ya hear that? Now what?! I’m sipping iced coffee in an underground studio with a Duchess, where are you? *(M laughs)*